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Abstract- Phishing threats are on the rise, especially through Business Email Compromise (BEC). Despite having several tools for phishing email detection, the attacks are becoming smarter and personal, targeting individuals to gain access to personal and organizational information. Game-based cybersecurity training methods are found to have positive results in educating users. Along this line, we introduce PickMail, an anti-phishing awareness game that simulates typical real-life email scenarios to train an organization’s employees. In PickMail, we train participants to judge the legitimacy of an email by inspecting its various parts, such as the sender’s email domain, hyperlinks, attachments, and forms. The game also records participants’ decision-making steps that lead to their final judgment. Our study with 478 participants shows how the serious game-based training helped the participants make better judgments on emails, with the correctness in identifying email legitimacy reaching 92.62%. The study also provided us with insights that could help develop better training methods and user interfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION

Phishing is a form of cybercrime where an attacker posing as a legitimate sender targets an individual or an organization using emails, telephone, or text messages to lure them into providing sensitive, personal, and/or confidential data [1, 4]. This can lead to identity theft, financial and reputational losses [1]. The Anti-Phishing Working Group (APWG) reports that the fourth quarter of 2020 saw an increase in the number of phishing attacks as compared to the first quarter [4], and most of them targeted webmail and performed BECs. The ongoing pandemic-related situation has also given rise to the Covid-19 themed phishing and malware attacks [4]. While phishing detection tools have evolved over the years, so did phishing emails, making it more difficult for tools to detect them [5]. Additionally, attackers often find new methods to circumvent these phishing detection tools [48]. Phishing, a social engineering technique, targets vulnerable individuals to carry out attacks [52]. A previous study [11] shows that individuals are prone to phishing attacks despite their education, gender, hours of computer use, and several other demographic factors.

Proper awareness of phishing attacks and training on how to identify them has been suggested as a method to reduce employees falling for phishing [52, 53]. Training is a proactive method to educate users, thereby enabling them to make decisions on their own [49]. The traditional methods of training using documents, articles, and slideshows are often regarded as non-engaging and monotonous methods [16, 18, 47]. Defined as “games with a purpose”, serious games [15] tackle this problem by providing education and engagement. Owing to the positive results shown by serious games [14, 16, 18], the Cybersecurity and Privacy Research Group (CPRG) of our organization took a proactive approach to provide a simulated phishing email awareness training to the employees and study its effects on the participants. The research questions we address are: RQ1) Can a simulated email-based awareness game for enterprise employees show positive effects on their email judgment? RQ2) Can the decision-making steps provide insights on employees’ email judgment trends? RQ3) What are the implications that the study can offer in designing email phishing control measures? Thus, we developed PickMail to train the employees on how to identify emails with suspicious sender domains, website hyperlinks, fraudulent attachments, and embedded forms. We deployed this game during our organization’s annual ‘Information Security Awareness Week’. It was played by 478 participants, whose responses were recorded throughout the game. We measured the game’s effectiveness by carefully examining the participants’ judgments of email legitimacy. The participants’ game feedback survey responses suggest that they enjoyed and learned from the game. In this paper, we discuss the PickMail game design and mechanics, and the findings from our analysis of the participants’ gameplay data.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The BECs have become one of the most common and expensive cybersecurity threats that target employees of organizations for financial gains. These emails often contain personalized messages that email security systems fail to detect [5]. Spear phishing [6, 7] and Whaling [7] are types of phishing attacks that target
specific employees within an organization. Here, an attacker poses as a colleague or an HR manager or even the CEO, asking the employee to wire transfer an amount, download malware, or even send personal information [4]. Approaches such as authentication protocols, blacklisting, whitelisting, and prototype email-classification techniques have been suggested to help filter phishing emails [46]. Many of these techniques exhibit limitations. Newer methods include statistical analysis and other content-based phishing filters [46]. However, these methods need to be updated regularly as attackers try to craft new emails to outsmart the existing tools and methods. Several existing tools, which include client-side toolbars, extensions, and plugins that rely on blacklist, heuristics, and other methods to identify phishing content, fail to detect many of the current phishing attacks [9]. While machine learning implementation of phishing tools has shown increased success rates [9, 10], their accuracies vary over various types of phishing tricks. Practical challenges like training these systems are also a limitation [49]. Studies suggest that the advancement of phishing methods over time demands periodic improvements to the phishing-detection tools [10].

The National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), UK, has put forth guidance on defending organizations from phishing attacks and suggests training as a part of the defense [12]. We believe a combination of awareness training methods and high accuracy phishing detection modules can reduce the users getting phished to a greater extent. Training materials like those from PhishLine [19] that focus on domain attacks, Uniform Resource Locator (URL) manipulation, and malicious attachments have been studied. However, a study with a serious game What.Hack has been shown to be more effective and engaging than the PhishLine materials [18]. Studies have shown that serious games have the potential to be more effective in education than textbooks [20]. Serious games have been used for training in academia [30, 31, 32], teaching cultural heritage [21, 22], training social interactions [23], medical education [24, 25] and healthcare [27], manufacturing education [26], language learning [28], cybersecurity awareness [14, 15, 16, 17, 18], and various other fields. A study on the effectiveness of serious games [29] concluded with a fair amount of evidence to suggest that serious games have positive effects on learning. Smells Phisy [36] is an educational board game to raise awareness on online phishing scams, which showed positive results. Anti-phishing Phil [14], Phisy [16], and What.Hack [18] focus on anti-phishing education. GAP [17], Passworld [43], PASDJO [33] train in password security awareness. Other games for cybersecurity education include Control-Alt-Hack [34], CyberCIEGE [15], Cyberaware [35] to name a few. Phishing awareness using serious games has shown that the users have had better performance in identifying phishing URLs after playing the game, compared to other control conditions. The study using What.Hack [18] has shown that the game has helped participants learn about phishing emails better than the accompanying control methods. However, the method by which the participants arrived at their final decisions was not dealt with in detail. This motivated us to measure the decision-making steps of the participants for email judgment. Our email simulation game PickMail focuses on training the employees on several major aspects of a phishing email, such as the sender’s domain (domain of the sender’s email address), URLs, attachments, and forms.

III. PICKMAIL GAME

We designed PickMail to simulate a real-life webmail application used within our organization (cf. Figure 1). The game was preferred over other forms of training because of the increased involvement and engagement levels [16, 18, 47] and positive outcomes serious games have had in the past [14, 16, 18]. Here, we present the design and mechanics of PickMail.

A. PickMail: Design and Principles

PickMail incorporates the learning science principle of Reflection [37, 38]. Feedback plays a major role in participants’ understanding of the concept. Immediate feedback is provided to the participants’ email judgments, which is intended to help them reflect on their learnings and revise misconceptions [38]. Our game design lets the participants follow certain procedural methods to identify the emails displayed on the screen and carefully judge their legitimacy. PickMail followed a method of increasing difficulty as the levels progress to promote flow experience [39] and provide gradual learning. We introduced extrinsic motivators such as rewards and recognitions to motivate the participants further, as studies have shown that extrinsic motivators during e-learning make the users feel competent [41]. PickMail simulates real-world emails and promotes learning through experience, as described by the experiential learning principle [3].
PickMail is a single-player online game developed using HTML and JavaScript. It simulates the process of a virtual email inbox, wherein a player can view the incoming emails and make judgments on their legitimacy by inspecting the various elements within the email. The game takes the role of a story-based agent, which is found to enhance learning experiences [14]. In the game story, the player assumes the role of Peter P, an employee of a fictional organization, who is hoping to get on board to a new project. For this, Peter must pass a test, which involves inspecting and categorizing a set of emails into legitimate and suspicious, that is monitored by the cybersecurity department. Correct responses earn points. Peter must score enough points to clear the threshold (80%) and thus pass the test.

PickMail game starts with a pre-test to check the player’s current understanding of phishing emails. Here, a set of four emails are provided for a judgment of legitimacy. This is followed by the gameplay consisting of three levels with an increasing number of elements to identify. Each level has instructions to help the player with the game. Instead of just judging the email, the player must also judge individual elements (at least one) of the email. This is made mandatory throughout the game to let the player understand the importance of careful inspection. The three-level game is followed by a post-test that is used to measure the post-gameplay knowledge of the participants. The post-test is similar to the pre-test but with a different set of emails. The game has ‘point-and-click’ mechanics where the player can use the mouse to play. Each game level focuses on 1) providing instructions on how to inspect various email elements, 2) measuring participants’ decision-making steps, and 3) providing feedback for reflection, thus training participants to judge emails correctly.

1. Providing Instructions on How to Inspect Various Email Elements

The ‘Anatomy of a Phishing Email’ [44] points to certain methods for identifying phishing emails, such as inspecting the sender’s email domain, suspicious website URLs, and attachments. PickMail provided instructions on these within each level. The details regarding various phishing emails to be used in the game were provided by our organization’s Corporate Security Office (CSO). The in-game emails were modified from several phishing and legitimate emails from our organization’s security database. We also referred to certain online instructions from businesses while creating these simulated emails [42, 45, 55]. Level 1 provides instructions on domain-based phishing techniques such as impersonating the sender email from a domain that looks very similar to a real one (for example, modifying ebay.com to eday.com). Level 2 focuses on the use of URLs with word manipulations such as combosquatting [8], wherein the attacker changes the domain names of legitimate URLs by the addition of one or more phrases (for example, twitter.com to twitter-feed.com). The instructions provided to the participants include many types of URLs.
that attackers use for luring unsuspecting victims, such as IP address-based URLs (for example, http://173.208.1.73/clickhere.htm), short URLs (for example, bit.ly/s6gT9pQ). This level also includes emails that were forwarded multiple times, with the original email containing embedded URLs. Level 3 focuses on malicious attachments (for example, .ZIP and .EXE files) that could install malware when viewed [13, 44]. This level also focused on forms that could collect sensitive user data [44]. The player can view a list of ‘Trusted Domains’ (cf. Figure 1 (3)) or choose the ‘Help’ option within a game level for seeking help. The former provides the player with a list of trusted and unsafe domains that help in deciding, and the latter provides tips for the identification of domains, URLs, and attachments based on the level. This method is also employed in the previous study, What.Hack [18], which was found to be beneficial to the participants.

2. Measuring Participants’ Decision-making Steps

PickMail gauges the participants’ decision-making steps needed to inspect and identify various elements of an email before judging its legitimacy. The player can click on any email section that they think are suspicious or legitimate (cf. Figure 1 (1)). This triggers a pop-up (cf. Figure 1 (2)) providing certain choices for the selection. For example, if the selection is for a sender domain (cf. Figure 1 (1)), the options will be to choose if the domain is in the trusted list or not (cf. Figure 1 (2)). Each of the correct decisions gives the player 20 points. While judging all the email elements is not mandatory, the player must inspect and judge at least one of the elements like sender domain, URL, or attachment before judging the email. We believe that such procedural learning will help the participants check every aspect of an email and carefully identify what is legitimate and suspicious before acting on it. After the decisions are made in identifying the elements within the email, the player can go ahead and judge the email legitimacy by clicking the ‘Submit’ button (cf. Figure 1 (4)). A message is displayed to mark the email as ‘legitimate’ or ‘suspicious’ based on the player’s judgment.

3. Providing Feedback to Help in Reflection

After the player makes their judgment based on the email presented, immediate feedback is shown to the player regarding the details of the said email. This feedback is displayed in such a way that the player gets an idea of the mistakes made (if any), and it also reinforces the correct judgments, thus helping in reflection. This also educates the player on those elements that were missed. 100 points get added for a correct judgment, whereas 50 points get deducted for a wrong one. We gave this deduction because in real life if a user clicks on a phishing URL and proceeds without caution, there is a chance that it may end up in financial losses. The deduction is a reminder to perform a careful inspection. The player must score at least 80% at the end to pass the game. Only those participants who passed the game were considered for the daily lucky draw for rewards. To support intrinsic experiential learning, we followed the Learning Mechanics – Game Mechanics (LM-GM) Model [50]. The LM-GM model allows the users to relate the learning and game mechanics, and thus reduce the mismatch and suit the game situation to maximize learning. We tried to relate the mechanics of the game story to the learning mechanics of instructional content. Selecting the appropriate email element and providing decisions of whether it is suspicious or legitimate aids in the learning mechanics of task discovery, activity, and problem-solving. The game feedback aids in the reflection and provides motivation. The inclusion of similar elements in multiple emails, such as sender email domains, URLs, and attachments, aids in learning by repetition and reflection.

Table 1: Details of the emails used in Pre-test and Post-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-test Email Images</th>
<th>Observational points</th>
<th>Post-test Email images</th>
<th>Observational points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image-1</td>
<td>Sender: 1</td>
<td>Image-1</td>
<td>Sender: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mail body URL: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Attachment: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type: Legitimate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image-2</td>
<td>Sender: 1</td>
<td>Image-2</td>
<td>Sender: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mail body URL: 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mail body URL: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type: Suspicious</td>
<td></td>
<td>Type: Suspicious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image-3</td>
<td>Sender: 1</td>
<td>Image-3</td>
<td>Sender: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mail body URL: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mail body URL: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attachment: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Type: Legitimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image-4</td>
<td>Sender: 2</td>
<td>Image-4</td>
<td>Sender: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mail body URL: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mail body URL: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type: Legitimate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Type: Suspicious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total: 4</td>
<td>9 Observation points</td>
<td>Total: 4</td>
<td>9 Observation points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. PICKMAIL: STUDY

A. Study Participants

We conducted an online study and analyzed the results based on participants’ responses to in-game emails. The participants of our study were the employees of our organization (IT Sector) who were invited to join the game from an internal web portal. We selected lucky winners daily and rewarded them with the company’s virtual currency, which translates to actual dollar figure, with which the employees can make purchases. The basic demographic information was collected from the participants using an online survey questionnaire. The details collected include gender, age group, educational and computer science/IT background. The survey was non-mandatory, and the participants were free to skip it as well by responding Not Applicable (NA) to the questions. A total of 478 participants completed PickMail game (Gender: Female: 43.7%, Male: 50.4%, NA: 5.9%); Age Group: 21-30: 59%, 31-40: 30.7%, 41-50: 4.4%, Over 50: 0.4%, NA: 5.5%; IT Background: [Yes: 56.5%, No: 38.1%, NA: 5.4%]; Educational background: [Bachelor’s degree: 66.3%, Master’s degree and above: 27%, NA: 6.7%]. All the required approvals for the study were obtained from the organization’s CSO and the Data Privacy Officer (DPO), who looks after privacy-related matters within the organization. The participants’ personal information, such as employee numbers and names, was anonymized so that the game data could not be traced back to any individual. The only information available during analysis was a randomly generated number and the demographic details collected, to ensure that the performance in the game does not negatively affect the participants in any way.

B. Study Method

For our study, we monitored the knowledge levels of our participants using online pre-test and post-test.

Table 2: Correctness percentage of the participants based on email type. For email type, “D” denotes the Domain of sender, “U” denotes URLs, and “A” denotes Attachments. The column ‘Confidence Ratings’ shows the percentage of participants who gave ‘4’ and above as the response to ‘Confidence Ratings’ in pre-test and post-test (on a scale of 1-5).

| Email Type            | Pre-Test Correctness Percentage | Post-Test Correctness Percentage | t-Test (t|477|) | Pre-Test Confidence Ratings | Post-Test Confidence Ratings |
|-----------------------|---------------------------------|----------------------------------|-------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Emails having         | (Percentage, variance)          | (Percentage, variance)           |       |                             |                             |
| Only D                | 82.42, 0.14                     | 91.84, 0.07                      | p<0.01| 92.0%                       | 92.5%                       |
| D + U                 | 88.70, 0.10                     | 94.97, 0.04                      | p<0.01| 88.7%                       | 92.3%                       |
| D + A                 | 51.67, 0.25                     | 94.97, 0.04                      | p<0.01| 80.9%                       | 94.6%                       |
| Forwarded email       | 84.51, 0.13                     | 88.70, 0.10                      | p<0.1 | 86.2%                       | 92.7%                       |

PickMail began with the pre-test (four questions), followed by the game (needs at least 80% to pass), and then the post-test (four questions). The test questions consist of a set of emails that the participants could judge as legitimate or suspicious based on inspection. Apart from this, the participants could rate their confidence levels on the judgment of each email. This method of identifying games’ effectiveness using pre-test and post-test was followed by the previous studies [14, 16, 17, 18]. There were eight emails with an equal number of observational points (Table 1). These emails had sender domains, URLs, attachments, and forward emails to identify.

C. Study Results

1. Analysis of Participants’ Judgment Response

We analyzed the effect of PickMail by measuring the participants’ correctness percentage, false negative and false positive rates, and confidence ratings before and after playing the game. Considering the number of correct answers, we measured a significant improvement in the post-test results (M = 3.70, SD = 0.67) compared to pre-test results (M = 3.07, SD = 0.86) (t|477| = -14.29, p<0.0001, two-tailed paired t-Test).

We measured the False Positive Rate (FPR, when legitimate email is regarded as phishing email) and False Negative Rate (FNR, when phishing email is regarded as legitimate email) using the following formulae:

\[
\text{FPR} = \frac{\text{False Positive (FP)}}{\text{False Positive (FP) + True Negative (TN)}}
\]

\[
\text{FNR} = \frac{\text{False Negative (FN)}}{\text{False Negative (FN) + True Positive (TP)}}
\]

The latter is riskier as it exposes the user to phishing attacks.

For PickMail, the participant data showed a very significant decrease in both FPR and FNR values, with mean FPR decreasing from 0.25 (variance = 0.06) in pre-test to 0.08 (variance = 0.07) in post-test (t|477| = 10.75, p<0.001, two-tailed paired t-Test) and mean FNR decreasing from 0.17 in pre-test (variance = 0.14) to 0.08 in post-test (variance = 0.07) (t|477| = 10.75, p<0.001, two-tailed paired t-Test).
to 0.07 (variance = 0.03) in post-test (t(477) = 6.26, p<0.001, two-tailed paired t-Test). We measured the correctness using the formula:

\[
\text{Correctness} = \frac{\text{TP} + \text{TN}}{\text{TP} + \text{TN} + \text{FP} + \text{FN}}
\]

For correctness, there was a significant increase from 76.83% in pre-test (variance = 0.04) to 92.62% (variance = 0.02) in post-test (t(477) = 14.29, p<0.001, two-tailed paired t-Test). For each question in the pre-test and post-test, we had asked the participants to rate their confidence in answering them as per the 5-point Likert Scale rating [2], from ‘least confident’ (score = 1) to ‘most confident’ (score = 5) (with a score of 3 equivalent to ‘neutral’). Comparing the pre-test and post-test results, we found an increase in the percentage of participants who gave confidence ratings '4' and '5' in the post-test. The question-wise percentages increased from 88.7% (q1), 92.0% (q2), 80.9% (q3), and 86.2% (q4) in the pre-test to 94.6% (q1), 92.3% (q2), 92.5% (q3), and 92.7% (q4) in the post-test, with average confidence levels being greater in the latter (z = -10.47, p<0.001, Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test). Table 2 shows the correctness percentages based on the email types.

**Effects on Demographics:** We found that males (average correctness increased from 77.1% (pre-test) to 94.5% (post-test), a 22.6% increase, t(240) = -10.9, p<0.001, two-tailed paired t-Test) showed slightly better correctness increase as compared to females (average correctness increased from 76.7% (pre-test) to 91.7% (post-test), a 19.5% increase, t(208) = -.9, p<0.001, two-tailed paired t-Test). The Non-IT background participants showed a significant increase in correctness (from 72.9% in pre-test to 92.5% in post-test, a 26.8% increase, t(181) = -10.72, p<0.001, two-tailed paired t-Test). This is probably because they had lesser initial knowledge of the topic as compared to the IT-background participants (pre-test: 79.8%, post-test: 93.6%, a 17.3% increase). The age-group of “31-40” showed significant increase in correctness (77.9% to 95.4%, ~22.5%, t(146) = -8.35, p<0.001, two-tailed paired t-Test), while the 41-50 group showed relatively less percentage increase from pre-test to post-test (83.3% to 95.2%, ~14.3%). However, their pre-test scores were relatively higher. This might be because the ‘41-50’ age group had more experience in the category of email phishing education as compared to the other groups.

### 2. Analysis of Participants’ Decision-making Steps

We measured the participants’ response to the game questions and emails, the number of ‘Help’ options availed, the timestamp when an email gets displayed (T1), the timestamp when the final decision was made for that email (T2), and the path they followed to reach the conclusions. We also calculated the time spent for each email using (T2 – T1). The order of identification of each element, such as the sender domain, URL, and attachment, was also determined using the timestamps. From Table 3, for emails that had only sender domains to be identified (Email 1 to Email 4), an average of 89.17% of the participants provided correct responses in judging the email. This percentage changed to 83.18% and 88.42%, respectively, for emails where URLs (Email 5 to Email 9) and attachments (Email 11 to Email 13) had to be identified along with sender domains.

Table 3: The emails used within the game and the percentage of participants who gave correct judgments for them, along with their judgments for each email element. The various email elements used to judge legitimacy are sender’s domain, URL, Form (F), and Attachments (A). “CF” or “Chain forward” specifies the email which has been forwarded multiple times. Forwarded attachment includes those emails which are forwarded, with the original email containing an attachment.
Email 7 had a chain of forwarded emails, with the original email in the mail trail having a suspicious sender domain and a suspicious URL. 79.5% of participants judged this email to be suspicious. 20.5% failed to identify the initial email in the chain correctly. Considering the average time of judging, the participants took more time to judge forwarded emails, with 50.43 seconds for emails having URLs and 40.00 seconds for emails having attachments. This shows that participants have spent time carefully inspecting these elements rather than quickly coming to conclusions. However, it is also worth noting that the Level 1 emails, focusing on domain names of senders, had a high average time of completion of 47.55 seconds. Certain previous studies have found that an individual spends on average 15-20 seconds per email [40]. The instructions provided upfront to the participants on how to carefully spot various suspicious elements within an email might have triggered them to look further, hence increasing the inspection times. We found that an average of 28% of participants opted ‘Help’ for emails with just sender domains to inspect, 20.2% of participants asked help for emails with both sender domains and URLs to inspect, and this percentage reached 25.4% for emails having both sender domains and attachments to inspect. This shows that the participants were more careful in identifying emails with masqueraded domain names and unknown domains, supporting our earlier observation of increased time of analysis of these emails. An option to check a list of ‘trusted’ and ‘unsafe’ domains was available throughout the game. We found that more participants checked this list for the emails related to domains (44.24%), followed by the emails on URLs (20.50%) and attachments (6.79%). On average, participants took slightly more time to judge legitimate emails (41.6 seconds (SD = 7.2), correctness: 86.8%, average ‘help’ availed: 26.2%, average ‘trusted domains’ availed: 25.7%) as compared to suspicious ones (39.3 seconds (SD =6.9), correctness = 87.4%, ‘help’ =23.2%, ‘trusted/untrusted domains’ =22.2%).

D. Observations from the Analysis of Participants’ Email Judgment

From our analysis, we found that majority of the participants identified multiple email elements correctly before judging the email. The observations are as follows (cf. Figure 2 and Table 3):

1. Most of the participants identified sender domains correctly before making a judgment in level 1.

2. For forwarded email with attachment (Email 12), out of the 83.9% participants who correctly judged the email, 89% correctly judged the first sender, 56% correctly judged the second (original) sender, 75.3% correctly judged the attachment, with 50.1% participants judging all the elements correctly.

3. The average percentage of participants who checked the ‘trusted domain list’ came down drastically from Level 1 (44.25%) to Level 3 (6.80%).

4. Irrespective of whether the email is phishing or legitimate, ~61% of participants went on to inspect the second element within an email (URL or attachment).

5. Participants judged multiple elements despite correctly identifying the sender domain as suspicious.

6. An average of 57.82% of participants inspected URLs and/or attachments after inspecting the sender’s email address domain.

7. Some participants made false positive judgments (23.2% for Email 8). This could also mean that the participants were more careful with the said email and decided to mark it as suspicious. In real life, this is indeed less risky than incorrectly judging a phishing email as legitimate.

8. The ‘help’ options availed by the participants were evenly distributed among the levels, with 95.2% of participants asking ‘help’ once per level. This shows that once participants learned the judgment methods, they made their decisions by themselves.

9. With ‘help’ opted, the average time per email was 81.98 seconds (correctness = 88.0%). For emails where no ‘help’ opted, the average time per email was found to be 27.4 seconds (correctness = 86.9%).

Figure 2 a) Participants’ correct decisions throughout the game, b) Participants’ judgment based on various components of the email. The Domain, URL/Attachment, and Both Correct are measured as percentages of the correct decisions.
E. Comparison with the Existing Game-based Study on Phishing Education Based on Reported Values

Comparing PickMail’s correctness percentages to those of the previous game What.Hack [18], PickMail resulted in a correctness increase from 76.8% in the pre-test to 92.6% in the post-test. The correctness percentage of What.Hack reached 89% (from 65%). The correctness values in the pre-test are relatively higher than the What.Hack. We believe that this is a result of the demographic (IT crowd) being mostly familiar with various cybersecurity-related topics and almost everyone has had some sort of training in the past when it comes to cybersecurity awareness.

Unlike in What.Hack, PickMail focuses on participants’ decision-making steps and not only on their final email judgments. The game is influenced by the organization’s webmail interface, and it includes the organization’s emails (duly modified for the game) to make the participants experience the game as close to real-life as possible. What.Hack focuses on a small crowd; however, PickMail scaled up the study to a large enterprise audience. The overall count of game questions in PickMail is lesser as compared to What.Hack. PickMail was initially designed to have 20 questions (emails), divided into five levels. However, unlike in What.Hack, where 20 emails are subjected to binary decision-making, in PickMail, the player has to make two to four (average greater than 3) decisions per email. This meant that the overall playtime for the 5-level game was coming out to be more than 30 minutes, which was not desirable in the enterprise setting. Therefore, we modified PickMail to have three levels and 13 emails. While PickMail showed higher correctness percentages, our demographics are also different as compared to the other games, which could have helped in getting better results.

F. Participants’ Feedback about PickMail

We asked the participants about their engagement in the game and their understanding of the concepts. We measured their feedback based on three questions on fun, educational ability, and learnability. A total of 444 participants provided the game feedback survey (which was voluntary). The Likert Scale [2] of responses for the question vary from ‘strongly disagree’ (a value of 1) to ‘strongly agree’ (a value of 5), with the central value being ‘neutral’ (a value of 3). We found that 83.10% participants found the game to be fun ($M = 4.11$, variance $= 1.20$), 84.68% found the game to be educational ($M = 4.22$, variance $= 1.25$), and 83.55% participants responded that they learned about phishing email identification through the game ($M = 4.13$, variance $= 1.28$). Apart from these, we also received various feedback comments from the participants such as “Good Quiz and very informative. The best part is that it provided the answers then and there to understand what we have missed”, “Really good Gamification of the topic. Thoroughly enjoyed it.”, “Great experience. If same is included in security learnings, it will be very helpful for the associates”.

V. DISCUSSIONS

To answer our RQ1, the participants showed improvements in correctness percentages after playing the game, as shown by the post-test results. The correctness in the post-test increased to 92.6%, from 76.8% in the pre-test. We believe this increase is because of how they treated the emails based on their learnings and feedback from the game. The Non-IT crowd has shown relatively better responses, which could suggest that future training should focus more on users with lesser exposure to computer-IT knowledge. In the current scenario where internet connectivity is increasing daily, a similar kind of training could benefit the general populace. From the game feedback survey, we also found that the participants enjoyed the game. Considering the decision-making steps taken, we found that most of the participants correctly judged email’s sender domains irrespective of whether the emails had URLs or attachments. This shows that the participants learned to check the source of the email. To answer RQ2, we found that the enterprise employees judged the emails based on individual inspection of email elements. This is a positive finding, suggesting that the employees follow a practice that helps them break down an incoming email to separate the legitimate from the phishing. This is also in line with the findings of Wash [51] on the cognitive processes by which IT experts identify phishing emails.

Participants spent slightly more time judging legitimate emails, for which they also opted for more ‘Help’ options. This could be likely because once they judged the sender domain as legitimate, they searched the email further to find at least one suspicious element. Some participants judged legitimate emails as ‘suspicious’, thus making false-positive judgments. While this leads to incorrect answers within the game, it can be considered as a precaution. For legitimate emails, when the player has identified the sender domain to be legitimate, they would have checked for any suspicious elements within the email. A small number of participants judged the legitimate emails to be ‘suspicious’. Unless the emails are confirmed to be from known senders, taking precautions and ignoring the email might protect the user from an unknown threat. However, such email domains should also be subjected to proper evaluation and scrutiny so that the false positives get minimized over time. Facilities within the email clients for whitelisting legitimate URLs could help the users. There is a need for a balance between
caution and action while dealing with emails, which future training methods could focus on.

A. Implications to Reduce Users Falling for Phishing Attacks

1. More focus on Experiential Learning: The participants’ high correctness percentages, decision-making analysis, and feedback responses emphasize the importance of providing experiential training [3]. We believe that this training methodology could be used in multiple contexts such as password creation, classification of documents, user consent, and privacy-related topics and could be a focus of future research.

2. Training Methods should focus on using user-specific content for awareness: We believe that the game provided a familiar experience to the participants in viewing and judging emails. This could also have helped them identify the email elements quicker within the game. The newer games and training methods in this domain should have learning content that could be populated with contextual data (for example, enterprise emails) for providing a realistic experience to the participants, and thus have a more impactful training.

3. Feedback plays an important role: The game provides both instructions and feedback for communicating the learning content. The instructions are also available as ‘Help’ option, and we found that participants visited ‘Help’ evenly throughout the game. The inspection of email elements within levels also suggests that the participants have read the feedback that suggests them to do so. Studies show feedback helps in reflection [37, 38]. Training methods on phishing awareness should focus on incorporating sufficient and clear information to ensure that the participants receive appropriate feedback for their responses.

4. Smart email client user interface: Participants spent more time judging emails within the game as compared to the time reported by previous studies, more likely because they tried to identify various suspicious elements within the emails. This could also be motivated by extrinsic motivators such as points and rewards. However, this is less likely, as seen from the game feedback survey and the fact that the reward was lottery-based. We believe the time required for email inspection could be greatly reduced if the email client interfaces provide support to the users in email judgments. Providing emphasis to embedded URLs, attachments, and suspicious sender domains could be an initial step. Facilities to whitelist known domains, expand short URLs within emails, and provide actual redirection addresses of URLs could be the next step(s) that email clients could take to help the users in proper email judgment, thus reducing the likelihood of phishing.

B. Limitations and Future Scope

For PickMail, we did not exclusively carry out a control condition. We intended to scale up the previous study [18] for orders of magnitude larger audiences in an enterprise setting and analyze the participants’ decision-making steps. We also plan to launch the game to a wider audience, especially to the non-IT crowd, in the future. The long-term effects of our training are yet to be studied. Since newer phishing attacks are appearing daily, training on these updated practices will be necessary. To ensure that the training has equipped the participants for better decision-making, we are also planning a new study on how partial training affects users. For example, if we were to train users on spotting various ambiguities in sender domains in emails, and then provide them with emails having URLs (legitimate and suspicious), how would the users react? Will they just judge the email based on the learning they had about the sender domains, or will they try to look further?

We believe that an extensive game on training users on additional types of attachments and URLs within emails could be more beneficial in the future.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We developed an email phishing awareness training game PickMail to train our organization’s employees on how to judge a given email to be a phish or not. We trained the participants on judging email legitimacy by inspecting various parts of the email such as sender domain, URLs, attachments, and forms. The answers to our research questions were found from the analysis of the participants’ responses. From the post-game test data from 478 participants, we observed 92.62% correctness in judging emails, an increase from 76.8% in the pre-game test, suggesting positive results on the email judgment. The FNR (0.07) and FPR (0.08) values were lower compared to similar games for training phishing awareness. From the data on participants’ steps taken for email judgment, we found that most of them correctly judged the emails based on their assessments of individual elements of the email. While the participants spent more time judging emails, they also carefully inspected the individual elements. The implications of our study could help in designing better learning content for email-phishing awareness and designing better user interfaces. While our study showed a glimpse of the effectiveness of a serious game-based phishing awareness, widening the scope of the learning content within user-specific contexts could help users experience and understand the necessary steps required to combat phishing.
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APPENDIX

A SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: QUESTIONS
The following sections show the emails used in the pre-test, post-test (in redacted form), and some screenshots from the game.

A.1 Pre-test Questions
The pre-test questions had options to choose whether the displayed emails were legitimate or suspicious as per the participants’ understanding. The questions also provided the option to choose their level of confidence in their responses. This confidence was captured using Likert-scale ratings from one to five, where ‘one’ refers to ‘least confident’ and ‘five’ refers to ‘very confident’. The same methodology was used for post-test questions.
as well. The pop-up question that is asked along with a pre-test/post-test email is given below, followed by the pre-test questions.

Figure A1. Pop-up asked along with a pre-test/post-test email

A.2 Post-test Questions

Figure A2. Pre-test Question 1

Figure A3. Pre-test Question 2

Figure A4. Pre-test Question 3

Figure A5. Pre-test Question 4

Figure A6. Post-test Question 1
Dear Peter,

Your account has been locked after 3 failed login attempts.

To unlock account, please click **unlock your account**

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely Yours,
Banton Charlie
banton.charlie@citibank.com

---

Hey Peter,

I need some help regarding the documentation of the project we are working on. Will it be possible for us to have a discussion on call sometime later today?

Thanks,
Ron

---

Hey Peter,

Offers are available for Amazon it seems.

Thanks,
Denis R;

--- Forwarded by Denis on 09/12/2019 03:12PM ---

To: Denis
From: Offers Amazon offers@amazon-website3413.com
Date: 09/12/2019 03:09PM
Subject: Offers for you! Click NOW!!!

**“External email. Open with caution”**

Dear

Special Amazon.com offers just for you.

Enjoy 1000 bonus points on every purchase. Click below to enjoy the benefits!

http://offer.amazon-website3413/offerforyou.htm

---

Figure A7. Post-test Question 2

Figure A8. Post-test Question 3

Figure A9. Post-test Question 4